Title of Exhibit:

Leonardo: The Universal Genius
by: Cultural Exhibit Activities (CEA)

Leonardo. Who was this man? What are the limitations to his intelligence and his
mathematical and technical genius? There are certainly none in his masterpieces like
The Mona Lisa, The Last Supper, The Virgin of the Rocks and countless others.
Perhaps we’ll never know. After 500 years, we still continue to discover new things in
his works which innately have a complete and perfect fusion. This was as if it was
perfection that motivated Leonardo and became an instrument into which he could
hide what he didn’t want revealed. And when perfection is such that it is the fruit of
true intelligence and a wholly profound conscience, the form of the object imagined,
regardless of what it is, transcends time and assumes a universal trait. The true
intelligence of the man of the past is essentially the same as the progressive man of
the future.

CEA Palazzo Capponi all'Annunziata Via Gino Capponi, 26 – Firenze – Tel. 380 3587082
www.michelelombardi.net

1. The idea for a permanent exhibition
The Project is founded on the fact that the name, Leonardo, aside from being the
ultimate emblem of culture, has become the most effective and most widely-used
commercial label.
The Project consists of 37 “machines” produced from the designs and projects of
Leonardo da Vinci to be utilized for cultural and educational purposes and to be tied up
with Italian culture through the universal symbol: Leonardo.
The machines, constructed in wood and metal, most of which have natural dimensions
and in perfect function, are a result of the complex and faithful research work and
studies of Prof. Michele Lombardi, president of the Association of Cultural Exhibit
Activities (CEA). All of the machines have been produced paying close attention to the
workings of the mind of Leonardo.

Direct from the sketches of the designs that Leonardo left us as a legacy, this exhibit
finally faithfully produces his models, unlike those presented in the past, of workable
machines of extraordinary scientific value and remarkable aesthetic beauty.
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The machines of war like: "The armoured tank, giant crossbow, machine gun,
catapult, bombarding cannon”; and others just as important, "the flying machine,
the hydraulic saw, the printing press, the man who walks on water, the theatre of
Poliziano, the odometer", etc… to understand that beyond The Mona Lisa, with
Leonardo, everything is perfection, balance, harmony and complexity.

Nothing is left to chance because all of his designs are a result of precise logic and
refined, sometimes almost verging on mad, mathematical intelligence that goes
beyond common thinking.

~¤~
Behind every masterpiece are hidden numbers and theorems which follow
perfection!

Scientific elements and ingenious alchemies grounded in absolute harmony
find their ultimate expression in the machines that are constructed for this

particular project. The same holds true for the multimedia work dedicated to
the greatest masterpieces of the universal technician created for public
presentation in 3-dimensional animated format.

~¤~
This multimedia work mainly aims to lay critical and popular evidence of elements
particularly significant in the artistic level and elements (and this is absolutely unique)
hidden behind the same masterpieces that border on the occult, its mystery and
possible heresy, fruits of the hidden system and alternatives of the great Genius.

Accompanying the above-mentioned work are giant prints in almost the real dimension
of the famous drawings cited and related illustrative and explanatory panels.

The entire production and the other multimedia elements and papers ultimately reveal
and describe the artistic aspects together with the esoteric and almost heretic qualities
of the contents and formal compositions of Leonardo, “engineer and scientist”.
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As the work of scientific investigation of other, but not less noteworthy, projects of
Leonardo are never-ending, new models can be constantly added to the exhibit. This
work is generally considered as a true and proper scientific contribution and, especially
when the results are particularly significant, the natural consequence is the interest
and fascination of the media and academic world, a stream of reportages,
documentaries, television specials, magazine and newspaper articles, sponsorship,
etc…

2. Who we are
Prof. Michele Lombardi and Cultural Exhibit Activities
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2. Who we are
A s h o r t r e s u m e.
Michele Lombardi was born in Naples to an artistic family that handed down this predisposition
to the arts for generations. His father was a teacher at the Academy of Fine Arts and the
Conservatory of Artistic Patrimony of Naples, as well as a noted and well-known painter.
Ever since his childhood, Michele had shown signs of animated curiosity which had pushed
him to search, with a strong spirit of independence, the meaning of things.
Notwithstanding his solitary ways, he was constantly attracted to strong polarities in the likes
of politics and sports. He would train for sporting activities at extremely agonizing levels
likened to the physical preparation needed for the Olympics.
He landed in the judicial world as a civil servant to the Ministry of Justice. He was a leader in
important national justice movements, but after some years of total dedication to the cause, he
opted for a change.
He left his work and founded the first centre for extreme flying, the
“N
NO LIMITS FLYING CENTER”, sponsored by the famous brand SECTOR NO-LIMITS. He
also became one of the pilot instructors. He also tenaciously fought and succeeded in creating
new regulations in the world of flight in favour of the handicapped. Today, for the first time in
history, people who do not have the facility to use their legs, or even those without legs, can
take motorized hang-gliding courses. He was also a forerunner in planning and designing
projects aimed at finding suitable means of flight.
Constantly in pursuit of challenges, he began studying Leonardo da Vinci which for him
epitomized the continuity of the idea of the liberation of the spirit, mind and body which
Michele constantly encountered in his entire life. Leonardo da Vinci was familiar knowledge in
the circle of the family of artists and had grown spontaneously through the years. Moreover,
Leonardo designed flying machines pursuant to the same dream of physical flight.
Michele Lombardi immersed himself in the study of Leonardo’s projects, not constricting
himself to those of flight, but to the study of all the machines invented by the Genius. At the
end of this long and arduous work, he was able to construct 50 models in natural scale of
Leonardo’s machines. He then consequently founded and became the director of two
museums in Florence and San Gimignano. The museums also became centres of activity
used as an incentive for companies and didactics for many schools under the Ministry of
Instruction and the General Direction of Regional Scholastic Offices. This was all made
possible through the excellent organizational skills of the Commercial Director of the
museums, Dr. Stefano Juliano.
Likewise, Michele was involved in cultural projects of several Regional Administrations like
Sicily and Liguria; collaborated with the Region of Tuscany during the International Fair of
Tourism (BIT); wrote a book on Leonardo da Vinci containing results of technical investigations
and previously unknown interpretations particularly addressing the blind; and, writes
narratives, constructs machines never before produced and works on new projects such as
The Sacred Shroud, Archimedes, the Museum of Mathematics and others.
In 2005 he founded the Association of Cultural Exhibit Activities (CEA) with the prime goal of
promoting Italian culture to the world. He collaborated with Carlo Pedretti, the main expert on
Leonardo Da Vinci, in making a compilation of museum publications. He has also appeared on
several local and international television programs such as Voyager, Solaris, etc.
He is also a teacher of “The Origin and the Development of Talent” at the Artistic and Cultural
Association Theotokos which develops courses in formation and specialization of technical
depictions of Sacred Art.
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•

References
Collaborated with Prof. Carlo Pedretti, the holder of the one and only chair of Leonardian studies in the
world at the Hammer University of Los Angeles

•

Strong friendships with Prince Francois Saintbris, owner of the Castle of Clos-Lucé, at Amboise (France),
the place in which Leonardo da Vinci resided during the last 3 years of his life and where the most prestigious
museum of Leonardo da Vinci is now found.

•

Confidential rapport with RAI2 for an episode on the television program Voyager dedicated entirely on the
machines of Leonardo found at the museum of Florence; with RAI3, for a documentary interview dedicated to
the new exhibit in Rome; and with, LA7 for a documentary about the extraordinary and unpublished
revelations on the “armoured tank of Leonardo” in which Prof. Lombardi is both author and proprietor.

•

Leonardian itineraries in Florence and Tuscany acquired by the classic circuits of Tuscan tourist guides and
created by Michele in collaboration with Ente Toscana Promozione (Tuscan Promotion Agency) and presented
for the first time at the BIT (International Fair on Tourism) in Milan in 2005. The event can be seen on film on
the internet.

•

Interviews for prime Italian publications (Il Giornale, La Repubblica, Bimestrale dell’APT di Firenze, il
Tempo..), numerous films transmitted daily via satellite like SEE TEN e TOSCANA NEWS and other foreign
television appearances for Japan, Canada, etc.
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Michele Lombardi extreme flight knowledge
Pilot-Instructor and founder of the first and only school for ultra-light flying, the HYDRO version in the history of
ULM flight. Authorization no. 45 from the Aeroclub of Italy. School Center: Casamicciola (Ischia). Name of school:
Scuola Volo Ischia (Flight School of Ischia). Means utilized: Gommone Volante (flying rubber dinghy). In 1991, the
first sponsorship from Sector No Limits. According to the terms of agreement on the second year of contract with
Sector in 1993 between Michele Lombardi and Sector’s general manager, Dr. Francisco Iacono and the owner, Dr.
Filippo Ciardello, the school was granted an economic contribution for the creation of the first “No Limits” flying
centre in the world. The name “No Limits Flying Center” eventually became a trademark of the highest value. The
centre’s location was set in the beautiful Municipality of Pietramelara in the province of Caserta. It had a coverage
of 60,000sq.m. It was a multifunctional complex equipped with a hotel, restaurant, outdoor swimming pool, riding
and equestrian school, free-climbing tower (the first in the south of Italy), space for archery, ultra-lights, “jumping”,
a 450m. x 25m. track and 1,200sq.m. of hangars. This centre also had the best flight equipment in Italy.

Activities developed: Inauguration of the flying center with the active participation of world champions Patrick de Gayardon e
Angelo D'Arrigo. Coverage from Italian television stations Rai 1, 2 and 3 and leading journals. Flight instruction. Exhibition of
extreme flying. Italian champion in free-climbing ( the first time in the south of Italy in the history of this sport). Italian champion in
cross-country racing. Open-air artistic events with the participation of noted Italian and foreign personalities in the world of
entertainment. Numerous recordings for various programs of Rai. Music video of Gigi D'Alessio which had launched him into
stardom. Warm reception to scholastic groups. Organization of free hang-gliding flights for the handicapped. Planning and
realization of hang-gliding courses for the handicapped, notwithstanding the ensuing battles with the Aeroclub of Italy for a span
of 3 years, in the creation of norms never before existed that allows persons that are physically less fortunate to learn this difficult
discipline in sport.
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Flight: the great dream of Leonardo

The ornithopter is devised by Leonardo as part of the studies on mechanical flight. It
requires the wings to be joined directly to the human body. In this specific project,
the flying machine resembles a glider because it simplifies the complicated
transmission systems necessary for the wing beat. Here the wing is partially fixed; its
structure is divided in two parts. The inner part, nearer to the pilot, is stable and
intended for sustaining the flight; while the outer part is mobile and can be regulated
in order to determine the direction. The pilot is placed at the centre and doesn’t have
to activate the propulsion. Instead, he is in charge of balancing the whole structure
by shifting his own weight. He activates ropes and pulleys with handles, causing the
moving extremities of the wings to incline. The pilot is attached to the whole structure
by means of slings looped around his chest. The great wings drawn by Leonardo are
imagined in analogy with those of bats and predators; they result from his detailed
observations of the flight of birds.

The hang-glider of Leonardo da Vinci interpreted and constructed by Prof. Lombardi demonstrates how
Leonardo, for the first time in history, was at the brink of realizing his dream of flying. The machine is in
exposition at the museums founded by Prof. Lombardi.
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3. The new exhibit in Rome “Leonardo e l’Infinito:

The story of a genius yet to be understood, numbers and
art in one language: perfection.
Art icle from the Italian newspaper IL TEMPO
LEONARDO da Vinci è il simbolo dell’intelligenza, della curiosità e della grandezza dell’uomo. Eppure, con una
definizione così assoluta e grandiosa si può dire che il suo genio sia stato sottovalutato. Leonardo intuì i princìpi di
macchine che sarebbero apparse solo secoli dopo, ne fece dei disegni. Ma al professor Michele Lombardi, una vita
dedicata alla ricerca della verità su Leonardo, il termine «disegni» o «schizzi» proprio non va giù. «Ma quali
schizzi - afferma guardando i disegni di Leonardo - questi sono progetti. Chi li liquida affermando che si tratta
solo di idee buttate lì non capisce niente. Ad ogni tratto corrispondono misure precise. È bello studiare Leonardo
sui libri, ma poi bisogna vedere se è tutto vero. Io posso dirlo perché ho costruito, pezzo per pezzo, tutte le sue
macchine, quelle conosciute e... quelle sconosciute». Sì, perché Leonardo, per il professor Lombardi, fece più di
quello che oggi gli è riconosciuto. Progettò anche un sommergibile. «E io sono pronto a costruirlo - spiega
Lombardi - mi basta trovare uno sponsor». Giovedì 12 luglio 2007 inaugura a Roma, in via di Pietra 70, alla
Confraternita dei Bergamaschi, la mostra «Leonardo e l’infinito», accompagnata da un sottotitolo che merita di
essere citato: «Storia di un genio ancora da capire, numeri ed arte per unico linguaggio: la perfezione». La mostra
è curata da Michele Lombardi. Ed è Lombardi, pilota, studioso, uomo dall’insaziabile curiosità, il vero motore di
questa esposizione. Quando ti viene incontro nemmeno dice buongiorno: comincia subito a parlare con le parole
del genio di Vinci, che lo accompagna, ha spiegato, sin da quando era bambino. «Nessuno legga le mie opere se
non conosce i miei calcoli matematici»: queste parole, spiega Lombardi, connotano il pensiero leonardesco.
«Costruisce sui numeri - prosegue il professore - Niente è lasciato al caso, ma tutte le sue opere e i suoi disegni
sono il risultato di una logica precisa, di un’intelligenza matematica raffinata e talvolta quasi maniacale, che va
oltre il comune pensiero. Dietro ogni opera - afferma ancora - si nascondono numeri e teoremi che inseguono la
perfezione». La mostra, permanente, propone una ventina di «pezzi», mirabilmente ricostruiti dai disegni originali
del genio Leonardo. Tutti fatti, amorevolmente, da Lombardi, che guarda, misura, dirige falegnami e carpentieri
fino ad ottenere quello che il maestro voleva. Così nasce la grande balestra, macchina da guerra con la precisione
di un cronometro che, ricordiamolo, tra il crepuscolo del 1400 e l’alba del ’500 non esisteva ancora. Il disegno
leonardesco, tratto dal Codice Atlantico foglio 1030, conservato al British Museum, è ampio, ricchissimo, pieno di
particolari che hanno fatto lavorare Lombardi per più di due mesi. «Ecco - spiega indicando le mille raffinatezze
progettuali della balestra costruita in scala ridotta, ma comunque grandissima - ogni particolare indica che
Leonardo sapeva come scaricare le forze di questo meccanismo. Questo è Leonardo: genio, innovazione, cultura,
esperienza e conoscenza. Ma soprattutto sintesi perfetta tra matematica ed arte». Su un lato del foglio sono
illustrati due sistemi di sgancio per far funzionare la grande balestra. Uno a leva, silenzioso, l’altro a percussione,
veloce, ma, spiega Leonardo, «molto rumoroso». Il genio del Rinascimento, e questo per molti è una sorpresa,
pensava anche al rumore che generavano i suoi meccanismi. Come l’apparato scenico per la rappresentazione
dell’Orfeo di Poliziano, che faceva apparire Plutone dall’interno di una montagna che si spaccava in due,
tuttocomandato da un contrappeso che terminava la sua corsa «con un gran fragore». Ma il trionfo del pensiero
tecnico e matematico del genio di Vinci è, per Lombardi, il carro armato. Accanto al modello minuziosamente
ricostruito in scala lo studioso ha voluto un’immagine della Monna Lisa. «Non solo la Gioconda - afferma - ma
anche il carro armato rappresenta la perfezione. Un carro armato che in realtà era un ariete, equipaggiato con
cannoni e con uno, sul davanti, più grande degli altri. Nessuno aveva fino ad oggi capito come doveva muoversi,
fino a che io non l’ho costruito. Lavorando sui disegni di Leonardo - prosegue Lombardi – ho incontrato gli stessi
suoi problemi, le stesse sue difficoltà. E ho capito come ha risolto tutto». «Leonardo - aggiunge - è ingegnere
prima di essere artista». Ma, spiega ancora, le grandezza delle sue macchine sta anche nella «bellezza delle
soluzioni tecniche». Leonardo da Vinci, immagine del Rinascimento, uomo universale, nonostante sia studiato da
mezzo millennio, ancora stupisce. E molto stupirà in futuro. «Leonardo - conclude Lombardi - aveva progettato
anche un sottomarino. Molti dicono che non è così, ma i disegni ci sono. Io lo vedo. E non vedo l’ora di
costruirlo».
a.angeli@iltempo.it - tuesday 17 July 2007
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The photo refers to the exhibit entitled “Leonardo e l’Infinito” (Leonardo and Infinity) inaugurated in Rome last July
2007. Michele Lombardi presented the biggest and the most perfect Leonardian crossbow in the world (every detail,
even the most minute, had been faithfully interpreted and produced). This had been possible to accomplish
because Prof. Lombardi owns and manages a factory entirely dedicated to the realization of the masterpieces
derived from the Leonardian projects: a centre of study and research that chooses men and women who constantly
work on the application of the projects of the great Genius never before interpreted, with full intensity.
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The true revelation: the Armoured Tank
Not just a weapon, but the original key of Leonardo’s mind

..Furthermore, I will construct securely-covered vehicles that are impossible to
attack, would break enemy lines with their artillery, and need not have a
large number of men for the resistance. In this way, the infantry can follow
without obstacles and having to use arms….
A lot of studies done through the years have branded Leonardo’s “armoured tank” as
an IMPOSSIBLE machine, saying that its plans are incorrect especially in the motored
apparatus. For years, its representations couldn’t be more than absolutely wrong
presumptions which are the fruit of ignorance of the real genius of Leonardo. It is not
possible for Leonardo to be so grossly mistaken, nor had he represented an actual
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machine in action (the armoured tank did not exist during the time of Leonardo) to fail
in such a way.
Often Leonardo’s drawings appear to be rough drafts of free ideas that have no
measure, no parameters nor plans. This is deduced by those less cautious to think
that his “projects” are infantile drawings, designs without possible application! In
reality, they are actual projects that have real function and dimension. The
construction of Leonardo’s machines have taught us that every detail, even the most
minute and seemingly insignificant element of his design, has a sense and a “sign” of
a complex project that has various and at times, infinite, keys to literature.
In the past years, television throughout the world, have attempted to show and
interpret the renowned armoured tank. They were nothing more than miserably failed
attempts, at least with their intent to represent the scientific aspects of the machine.
For the first time in 500 years, Prof. Lombardi demonstrates validity through actual
construction. He has realized the biggest Leonardian armoured tank in the world (3m x
6m), half of the dimension that although “never indicated” by Leonardo, inferred after
complex studies.
A prestigious documentary in 5 languages explaining this “discovery” is part of the
exhibit.

The production staff of LA7 while making the documentary of the armoured tank interpreted and constructed by
Prof. Lombardi

Leonardo decided to construct an invincible weapon that would decide the battle alone.
The problems were numerous and solutions would not have been simple.
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The vehicle had to be armed with the most number of cannons possible; had to be able
to protect the men inside; had to be able to resist enemy fire and at the same time be
offensive; had to have simplified operation of the equipment; and, had to be sufficiently
fast during attack and retreat.
Connected to this fundamental problems were an infinite number of others: the weight
of the structure plus those of the men inside, the multiple cannons, cannonballs and
other equipment; as well as, the right dimension and measurements, obstructions,
visibility, illumination, and especially ventilation from the abundant smoke generated
from firing.
Problems whose solutions had to be in harmony with exigencies such as robustness,
manoeuvrability, inscrutability and invulnerability. Intricacies of interminable research
of compatibility that always involved new challenges. But Leonardo knew how to

make a circle square and he knew how to create.
Leonardo, born for perfection, like a god who knew the instantaneous act of creation,
came up with a simple form. A form so simple yet capable of responding to all needs..
A sort of final equation which contains and summarizes all partial solutions and
reintegrates the multiplicities into one, where all numbers become formulas and
assume a new name: beauty.

The perfection of numbers is aesthetic perfection. Meaning to say that the real
mathematician is the real artist. This is exactly what Leonardo had always been
wanting to communicate about himself:

“non

legga le mie opere chi non conosce i miei principi matematici”.

“do not read my works if you do not know my mathematical principles”
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4. The exhibit "Leonardo the Universal Genius"
The exhibit "Leonardo the Universal Genius" displays 40 models of civil, military and
flying "functioning machines", produced exactly as drawn in the Leonardesque
Codices (Atlantic Codex, Hammer, Madrid, Trivultian Codex).
The machines - made of wood, metal and textiles, in reduced or full scale - have
been constructed by CEA with the collaboration of skilled craftsmen.
What makes this exhibit unique in its kind and attracts the public most is the fact that
the machines can be seen in actual function. All machines are accompanied by
explanatory panels that help the viewer better understand the principles behind and
how each machine works.
Leonardo used to say, "Knowledge is the child of experience". To experience by
touching, using and testing is the most effective and direct way to acquire knowledge.
"Leonardo the Universal Genius" is a great opportunity to put this teaching into
practice; it is the ideal place for school children and students of all ages; it is the “lab”
of curiosity first and direct experimentation later. The inevitable result is a higher form
of experience that students cannot and should not miss.
The machines are to be considered unique in the world because of their
dimensions, constructive procedures, faithful and correct interpretation, and the fact
that they are all functional. Extraordinary machines are, for example, those related to
flying, a hydraulic saw, printing press, revolving crane, odometer, machine gun and
bombarding cannon. The highlight of the exhibit is the largest armoured tank of
Leonardo da Vinci ever constructed in the world measuring 6 x 3 meters.
Four visitors may enter at once, take command position and move it with ease.
Although scholars always considered Leonardo’s tank as an "impossible machine,"
for the first time in history, we showed that Leonardo was indeed correct.
Our company, CEA (Cultural Exhibit Activities), which constructed these machines, is
able to replicate them at any size including others not included in this particular
exhibit but have already been constructed. We can also present at the opportune
moment, for example, the submarine, which scholars do not believe exist in the
drawings of Leonardo. Professor Carlo Pedretti, "Armand Hammer" chair of
Leonardo studies at the university of California in Los Angeles, recognizes the value
of these “discoveries” and all our efforts. In conclusion, CEA, manager of advancedtechnological industries, specialized workers, artisans, men of coordination and of
Leonardian studies, is looking for "the partner" for a project that is at the height of a
grand event that has never before existed and is incapable of being duplicated by
anyone else. Every new television program on Leonardo da Vinci will have to base
its discourse on the new machines that CEA and its partner will have created
together! Herein lies the beauty of this partnership.
In Italy, we have just started a didactic program with Italian schools and all students
who have taken part have been very impressed with the ease in which we explain the
Genius of Leonardo. All machines are functional and interactive, therefore,
students can better understand the principles of mechanics and physics as the basis
of modern technology.
Leonardo was and is a Genius even to this very day!
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Sample of Leonardo's Machines
Mechanical Principles
1) Martello a camme
2) Volano
3) Sistema Autobloccante
4) Studio dei Pesi
5) Cuscinetti a sfera orizzontale
6) Cuscinetti a sfera verticale
7) Cuscinetti a sfera orizzontale 2
8) Anemometro ed Anemoscopio
9) Igrometro
10) Cric
11) Biella
12) Trasmissione del Moto con uguale
velocità
13) Sistema a Lanterna
14) Laminatoio o Calandra
15) Vite senza fine
Each machine is fixed on a wooden
base of (cm.) 80h x 60 x 60
Max height from ground is 170 cm.
Weight about 30 kg.

Machines
16) Prova d'ala su cubo di 60x60 lunghezza 250 x
altezza 120 x larghezza 60 - 35 kg
17) Catapulta su cubo di altezza 140 x larghezza 60 –
30 kg.
18) Catapulta 2 100x100x300 - 40 kg
19) Uomo che cammina sull'acqua (manichino con
galleggianti) 185x120x120 – 80 kg
20) Mitragliatrice lunghezza 220 x larghezza 90 x
altezza 60 – 20 kg.
21) Bombarda 130x130x130 – 180 kg.
22) Sega idraulica lunghezza 200 x altezza 200 x
larghezza 70 – 180 kg.
23) Macchina della Stampa 220 x 200 x 70 – 250 kg.
24) Gru girevole altezza 250h x 350 larghezza - 120
kg.
25) Vite di Archimede lunghezza 150h x altezza 170 x
larghezza 40 – 50 kg.
26) Odometro lunghezza 170 x altezza 70 x
larghezza 60 – 40 kg.
27) Bicicletta lunghezza 200 x altezza 135 x
larghezza 40 – 30 kg.
28) Carro armato altezza 200 x larghezza 400 –
250 kg. (su base)
29) Ornitottero verticale altezza 250 x larghezza 500 –
150 kg.
30) Teatro di Poliziano con manichino 500x500x350 200 kg.
31) Coppia di ali meccaniche con manichino
(manichino: altezza 185 – 70 kg.) lunghezza 400 x
altezza 200 x larghezza 60 – 40 kg.
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32) Ponte salvatico o arcuato lunghezza 500 x altezza
200 x larghezza 80 – 80 kg.
33) Paracadute 200x200x200 con manichino (altezza
60 – 15 kg.) – 20 kg.
34) Balestra gigante lunghezza 400 x larghezza 420 x
altezza 100 – 250 kg.
35) Ornitottero orizzontale con manichino (manichino
altezza 185 – 70 kg.) (va appeso al soffitto) lunghezza
200 x larghezza 400 x altezza 50 – 70 kg.
36) Girarrosto altezza 200 x larghezza 150 x
profondità 70 – 50 kg.
37) Ponte allungabile (su base) – lunghezza 160 x
altezza 150 x larghezza 60 – 70 kg.

ECCENTRIC CAM Martello a camme
The eccentric cam is a mechanical device useful to
transform rotary motion into
reciprocal motion. With this mechanism, drawn by
Leonardo in the Madrid Manuscript I, it is possibile to
obtain the regular percussion of a hammer. The
eccentric cam, visible in the upper part, consists of a
disc with a varying radius: the radius increases
progressively and, after a complete revolution, returns
to its initial length. The continuous line of the cam
profile is therefore briskly interrupted at one point; the
end of the lever that lifts the hammer follows this
broken profile. The crank transmits its rotary motion
directly
to
the
eccentric cam so
that, by turning, the
cam gradually shifts
the lever, causing the
hammer
to
rise.
When the extremity
of the lever reaches
the interruption on the cam profile, the lever suddenly goes
back to its starting position and the hammer falls down with
all its weight striking one blow. The cam determines one
blow of the hammer at each turn of the crank. This device
is made up of very few parts; it achieves the automation of
work with great simplicity and considerable resistance.

FLYWHEEL Volano
Leonardo is interested in the flywheel mechanism, which is
useful for overcoming points of inertia in rotary movements
thus facilitating their regulation. Among the various projects
of flywheels that Leonardo devises, this specific type has
four weights (metal spheres) attached by chains to the
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central vertical shaft. The rotation, generated by the crank at the
upper end, causes the spheres to rise (thanks to the centrifugal
force) until the chains reach the horizontal position. In the
drawing, Leonardo shows how the flywheel works and
represents it both at a state of rest, with the weights down, and
at a state of motion, with the weights raised. In his notes
Leonardo refers to the flywheel as “augmentative wheel”,
underlining the fundamental quality of such a device. After an
initial greater strain, once that the rotating running speed is
reached, the flywheel is able to diminish strain and increase
inertia.

LOCKING SYSTEM Sistema Autobloccante
Leonardo studies many different versions of the locking system.
The toothed wheel is extensively employed in a large number of
machines and often requires a safety device. This device should
keep the wheel from rotating in the opposite direction (it is a risk
that occurs especially when the wheel is engaged in the lifting of
heavy loads). Leonardo gives the name of “servant” to the pawl
designed to stop the reversal of the wheel’s motion, without
interfering with its rotation in the right direction. The “servant” is hinged at one end, pressing
with the other end against the teeth of the wheel that are at right angles. The position and
angle of the pawl can vary as well as the shaping of the wheel teeth on which it operates.

STUDY OF WEIGHTS (COMPOUND HOIST) Studio dei Pesi
This system comprises a series of pulleys and a rope; Leonardo analyzes its behaviour and
observes that the 33 pulleys hold a 33-pound load and that a one-pound counterweight,
applied at the end of the rope, is sufficient to balance the whole system. This description
draws attention to the proportional ratios (one pulley per unit of weight) that always
distinguish Leonardo’s studies. The safety of this system lies in the fact that it does not
employ toothed wheels, which are easily subject to
the risk of breakage under heavy weights. While
pulleys in the upper row are fixed, pulleys in the
lower row are mobile; the heavy load is directly
attached to the mobile ones making it easier to
regulate its lifting. Another consequence of using a
large number of pulleys is the significant reduction
of the vertical space needed by the system to
operate. This results in a considerable
improvement in the construction of weight-driven
clock mechanisms.

BALL BEARING
Cuscinetti a sfera orizzontale
This device anticipates the ball bearing used in
modern mechanics to reduce friction. The type
described here is useful to resist the pressure of a
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heavy vertical load. The system is composed of eight spheres and eight concave-sided
spindles, tallying perfectly with the spheres. While the spheres are free to move in every
direction, the spindles rotate on their own axes. The drawing is very clear, showing both a
cross-section and a side view of the ball bearing. Here Leonardo represents it separately to
explain its structure and construction; but the ball bearing appears in many of his other
drawings where it is a part of those machine projects involving thrusts and rotary motions.

BALL BEARING FOR VERTICAL AXLE
Cuscinetti a sfera verticale
This is another antifriction system developed by Leonardo. In this case three spheres are
embedded in a hemispheric support where they are left free to rotate. The spheres bear the
thrust of a cone-tipped vertical axle which carries the heavy load. In the note accompanying
the drawing in the Madrid Manuscript I, Leonardo states that the number of the spheres
should be three and not four. If the spheres were four they might not always touch the
conical-shaped pivot and they would not move equally, thus creating greater resistance. This
ball bearing reduces the friction of a vertical force like that of a transmission shaft; therefore it
can be employed in a wide range of mechanical devices.

WARM SCREW JACK WITH HORIZONTAL BALL BEARING
Cuscinetti a sfera orizzontale 2
This device belongs to the category of systems for the reduction of friction. In the upper part
of the sheet Leonardo draws the spheres, near the small cylinders, which will be interposed
between the two horizontal discs. On the left he represents a side view in detail and in the
note that follows he considers the possibility, and the consequences, of using either spheres
or cylinders. In the jack the function of the ball bearing is to reduce friction between the fixed
lower disc and the revolving toothed upper disc. The crank activates a worm screw which
meshes with the crown wheel of the upper
horizontal disc. When the disc turns, the nut
screw at its centre forces the big vertical
screw to raise or lower the heavy load. At the
lower end of the vertical screw the metal
horizontal bar stops it from rotating and
allows the elevation.

ANEMOMETER AND
ANEMOSCOPE
Anemometro ed Anemoscopio
This anemometer measures the force of the
wind using a lamina (thin metal plate) hinged
at the top and left free to incline at the
bottom; the lamina deviates more or less
from its vertical resting position according to
the intensity of the wind. The lamina moves like a pointer on the quadrant shaped structure
which bears a graduated scale. This instrument, called “lamellae anemometer” or “windbrush”, is part of the equipment devised by Leonardo in his preliminary studies for
mechanical flight. This kind of apparatus is intended to supply the necessary information on
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atmospheric conditions, particularly on the ever-varying aspects of air and winds. Leonardo
also refers to the possibility of measuring the velocity of the wind using a clock together with
the anemometer: “Here you need a clock showing hours, points and minutes”. Such an
instrument is completed by the anemoscope whose indispensable function is to show
immediately the direction in which the wind is blowing. It is a very simple device, it works like
the common weather-vane fixed on top of a building but it has more degrees of freedom
(both on the horizontal and vertical axis), as it is placed on a pivot pin that allows it to bend in
all directions.

IGROMETRO

TOOTHED RACK (JACK)
Cric
This is a highly efficient mechanism that Leonardo employs in
the construction of many machines. The crank activates a
smaller toothed wheel, which in turn engages a bigger one.
The crank must be turned many times before the bigger wheel
makes a complete revolution. As a final point the bigger
toothed wheel meshes with the rack (a rectilinear rod with
teeth). This device converts rotary motion into rectilinear
motion and is able to perform a significant thrust upwards, or
downwards, reducing the effort needed to exert the traction.
Within this gear it is possible to increase, or diminish, the
travelling length of the rack by varying the number of teeth
and the dimensions of the toothed wheels. The rack is a
simple device, it was used as loading mechanism for
crossbows and is still employed in modern mechanics for a
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great number of appliances: the simplest example is the jack for raising cars.

BIELLA

CHAIN (TRANSMISSION OF MOTION)
This system, which obtains the transmission of motion
through a chain, is analyzed by Leonardo in many
variants. It serves to connect two toothed wheels set at a
distance and lying on the same plane. The difference
between a pair of toothed wheels, meshing directly with
each other, and this mechanism involving chains, is that
here the direction of the rotary motion remains the same.
It is a flexible device with qualities of resistance and
efficiency.
Thanks to its simplicity it is still employed today in various
appliances without significant changes (as in
transmission chains in two wheel modern vehicles).
Leonardo draws different types of chains with
dismountable links; moreover, on this sheet of Madrid
Manuscript I, he shows the possibility of using only one
toothed wheel with weights hanging at both ends of the
open chain. That’s how the chain can advantageously
replace the rope in the lifting of heavy loads and this
specific system is also very useful for transmitting
discontinuous motion as in clock mechanisms.

LANTERN PINION–TOOTHED WHEEL MECHANISM
Sistema a Lanterna
The lantern pinion-toothed wheel mechanism is a
device that is widely employed by Leonardo and can
be found in many of his drawings of machines. It
consists in the coupling of a lantern pinion (formed by
a series of small cylinders held between two discs)
with a toothed or pin-gear wheel. This mechanism is
very efficient within all sorts of devices as it produces
the transmission of rotary motion. It is also a flexible
system, because it is possible to increase or diminish
the number of rotations of one axle compared to the
other (just by varying the ratio between the cylinders of
the pinion and the teeth or pins of the wheel). The
example represented on this sheet of Manuscript H
performs the transmission between two axles that are
perpendicular to each other. Leonardo also considers
placing the lantern pinion in an asymmetrical position
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on the wheel (as shown on the left); in the note accompanying the drawing he states that
such a solution will cause the device to wear out twice as fast.

ROLLING MILL
Laminatoio o Calandra
The rolling mill belongs to the category of machines designed for shaping metals: the
revolving cylinders press and level out the metal sheet in an even way. The mechanism is
activated by a crank that turns the lower cylinder; the crank transmits its rotary motion
directly to the cylinder, as is shown in the drawing at the top of the sheet. Another solution is
illustrated in the drawing at the centre, where the crank turns a pinion that meshes with a
toothed wheel of larger diameter. This model of rolling mill will perform one complete
revolution of the big toothed wheel (and therefore of the cylinder) only after many revolutions
of the crank. The effort needed to exert the pressure is thus diminished, together with the
operating speed of the cylinders. This device is extremely well fit for shaping metals; in fact it
is still used today without significant variations. In his notes Leonardo refers specifically to
the production of sheets of tin.

WORM SCREW-TOOTHED WHEEL MECHANISM
Vite senza fine
In this mechanism the worm screw is concave sided so that its contact with the toothed
wheel is not only in one point but follows part of the wheel profile. Its concave shaping allows
the screw to mesh with more teeth of the wheel at the same time, distributing the force and
consequently reducing the risk of breakage. The introduction of a helical element, by means
of the worm screw, coupled with the toothed wheel, produces a mechanism that Leonardo
praises as very effective and strong. It can be employed in a wide range of machines
because it improvesthe transmission of motion and represents a better solution in terms of
smoothness. For the purpose of transmitting rotary motion to a toothed wheel, the worm
screw, compared to the lantern pinion, is much more similar to modern mechanical systems
of transmission.

WING TRIAL
Prova d'ala su cubo lunghezza 250 x
altezza 120 x larghezza 60 - 35 kg
With this peculiar machine Leonardo
intended to test the lifting power of the
wing. The drawing is therefore related
to the possibility of performing an
experiment. Given a great wing, 20 arm
lengths wide and 20 arm lengths long
(around 12 meters), fixed on a plank
which weighs 200 pounds (around 68
kilos), the wing beat should lift the
plank. The device works like a lever and
conveys the force exerted by the man
represented on the left. Leonardo recommends that the movement should be transmitted
with a sudden force. Clearly, he understands that the effect can be obtained only by a rapid
action, which should cause the air to be compressed downwards and then cause the wing,
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supported by the air, to rise upwards. In order to gather the necessary mass of air, the great
wing is equipped with joints for bending and closes at the extremities with each beat.

Catapulta su cubo di altezza 140 x larghezza 60 – 30 kg.
Catapulta 2 100x100x300 - 40 kg

FLOATS FOR WALKING ON WATER
Uomo che cammina sull'acqua (manichino con galleggianti) 185x120x120 – 80 kg
Leonardo describes the drawing in the Codex Atlanticus with these words: “Way of walking
on water”. The small figure shows a man in the act of walking by keeping afloat over the
surface of water. This is made possible by the inflated skins full of air attached to his feet and
to the lower ends of the two poles that he holds in his hands. This equipment allows the man
to float and to keep his stability as his weight is distributed between the four supports. With
the help of the two poles it is possible to move forward sliding over the surface of the water.
This device works according to the principle of Archimedes: the dimensions of the inflated
skins are such that they move a sufficient quantity of water in order to counter-balance the
weight of the man.

MACHINE GUN
Mitragliatrice lunghezza 220 x larghezza 90 x altezza 60 – 20 kg.
The machine gun resembles a wheeled carriage on which a row of small guns is mounted.
Leonardo devises a series of variations for this type of light artillery. Its main quality is, unlike

the mortar fire, the easy portability due to the small dimensions and to the limited weight. Its
efficacy is obtained by multiplying the number of barrels: a solution that widens the range of
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fire. In the example, drawn at the centre of the sheet of the Codex Atlanticus, the barrels are
arranged in a fanlike disposition. The machine gun shows a screw device which regulates its
elevation, changing the angle of fire. In the upper part of the same sheet, the drawing
illustrates a more complex type of mortar fire which involves a rotating system, formed by
three gun racks, assuring continuity of fire. This special model employs eleven barrels at a
time (for a total of thirty-three); it functions in such away that while the first row of guns is
fired, the second is reloaded and the third cools off.

MORTAR FIRE
Bombarda 130x130x130 – 180 kg.
The mortar fire consists of a big cannon mounted on a strong and heavy base. This powerful
weapon can be regulated and can bend on its longitudinal axis: it is hinged to the base and
displays a curvilinear gear provided with pins all along its semicircular profile. This gear
meshes with a horizontal worm screw placed at the bottom of the mortar and activated by
means of a crank; such a mechanism also needs a locking system. The aiming device is
functional to this category of weapons because, in order to hit the target, it is necessary to
follow the principles of ballistics. When Leonardo represents the long-range trajectory of the
mortar fire, he uses a technique that suggests the vision ofMprojectiles both further away and

closer. This method allows him to explain, through the drawing, an invention related to the
mortar fire, i.e. explosive projectiles. He illustrates a group of spherical projectiles with holes
on the outer shell: as soon as they touch the ground they explode and shatter burning
fragments in all directions.
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HYDRAULIC SAW
Sega idraulica lunghezza 200 x altezza 200 x larghezza 70 – 180 kg.
The hydraulic saw uses waterpower to propel an automatic system that can cut wood in
order to save man’s labour. This machine performs two separate movements at the same
time: one is the vertical action of the saw with the toothed blade going up and down; the
other is the horizontal sliding of the piece of wood to be cut. The two different movements are
both generated by the waterwheel set in motion by the current and visible under the working
plane of the machine. The continuous rotary motion of the waterwheel is transformed into the
reciprocal linear motion of the saw by a crankshaft system. Concurrently, the slide carrying a
piece of wood advances automatically pulled by a winch device. This movement is obtained
by means of a toothed wheel which moves one notch forward each time the saw is lowered.

PRINTING MACHINE
Macchina della Stampa 220 x 200 x 70 – 250 kg.
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The printing machine designed by Leonardo can be seen as
part of a wider process, still at its beginning. This process sees
the application of machines to human labour and begins to
achieve the automation of productive activities, within a series
of different fields. In this particular case, the manual printing
operations are performed by the machine thanks to the
combination of a press mechanism with a typecarriage feed
sliding over wheels. The driving crank activates the central
vertical shaft, which finishes in a worm screw in its lower part.
This screw meshes with the nut screw on the press platform
causing it to descend and force down over the type-carriage
feed. Also the automatic traction of the typecarriage feed is
operated by the central shaft which turns together with the big
horizontal toothed wheel placed at its upper end. Here, the
rotary motion is transmitted, through a lantern pinion, to another
vertical shaft which drives the winch device responsible for
pulling the typecarriage feed. For the return, the weight of the
type-carriage feed causes it to slide backwards down the slope.

REVOLVING CRANE
Gru girevole altezza 250h x 350 larghezza - 120 kg.
Among the many drawings of building machines, Leonardo designs several different types of
crane destined to the lifting and moving of construction materials. These projects belong to
the tradition of machines designed and used by Brunelleschi for the construction of the
Florentine Dome. This specific hoisting machine can rotate 360 degrees because it displays
a circular mobile platform that turns on a fixed base. The complete revolution around the
vertical axis is made possible by a series of rollers placed between the octagonal base and
the circular moving platform; these rollers represent an antifriction device. The elevating
system employs a winch with rope and pulleys and is provided with a heavy counterweight
placed on the rotating platform. The toothed wheel of the winch is fitted with a safety device
to prevent it from rotating in the reverse direction causing the weight to fall.

COCHLEA OR ARCHIMEDEAN SCREW
Vite di Archimede lunghezza 150h x altezza 170 x larghezza 40 – 50 kg.
Drawings of cochlea recur in many sheets of Leonardo’s manuscripts. This device is also
called the Archimedean screw and was already known in ancient times (in fact, its invention
is attributed to Archimedes). The cochlea is employed for lifting water: besides providing
urban centres with water, it can also be used for the draining of swamps or it can be
employed in fountains and water games. It operates as a pump and is able to bring water at
considerable heights without much effort. It consists of a tube coiled around a central
cylinder; a crank sets the system in rotary motion, making it turn on its own axis. Water is
drawn from the lower extremity of the tube and, being driven by rotary motion, it is lifted until
it gushes out at the upper end of the tube. Leonardo adds improvements and variations to
this device and considers the ratio between the inclination of the axis and the number of
coils, recognizing its potentialities for automation.
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ODOMETER
Odometro lunghezza 170 x altezza 70 x larghezza 60 – 40 kg.
Leonardo devises different types of odometers. It is an instrument already known in ancient
times intended to measure distances. It anticipates the devices for counting driven miles in
modern vehicles and also the pedometer. In the central image on the sheet of the Codex
Atlanticus there is a clear analogy between the odometer and a wheelbarrow, or a cart
moving on one central wheel. When the odometer is used it activates a mechanism that
counts how many times the wheel turns and, finally, measures the travelled distance. Every
time the central wheel rotating on the ground completes one revolution, the small vertical
toothed wheel, visible on the left, moves one notch forward (driven by the single pin resting
on the main axle). In turn, the horizontal toothed wheel on top is also moved one notch
forward. This horizontal wheel operates as revolution counter since it has holes all around its
circumference; each time it advances one notch it drops a stone into a special container
(visible on the right). From the number of gathered stones (or metal balls) it is possible to
determine the measure of the travelled distance, calculated in multiples of a known length,
i.e. that of the circumference of the wheel.
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BICICLETTA
lunghezza 200 x altezza 135 x larghezza 40 – 30 kg.

ARMOURED TANK
Carro armato altezza 200 x larghezza 400 – 250 kg. (su base)
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VERTICAL ORNITHOPTER
Ornitottero verticale altezza 250 x larghezza 500 – 150 kg.
In this flying machine the pilot is placed in a vertical upright position. The machine is in the
form of a flying vessel of significant dimensions and Leonardo assigns its measures in detail.
The semi-spherical hull is 12 meters in length; the ladder separating it from the ground is
also 12 meters long; while the four wings have a wing-spread of 24 meters. They are
arranged in pairs and move with crosswise beats. In the drawing, the man can be seen at the
centre of a complex system for the transmission of motion. Such a system is expressly
designed to make maximum use of his muscular power. In fact, this flying machine employs
not only the force provided by arms and legs but uses also the force imparted by the head,
as is described in the note: “this man generates with his head a strength equal to 200
pounds”. The ladders devised by Leonardo are retractile: they disappear inside the bottom
when taking off and come out again when landing. They are also provided with shock
absorbers.

TEATRO DI POLIZIANO con manichino
500x500x350 - 200 kg.

The apparatus (above photo) refers to a sketch in sanguine, charcoal, pen and
ink. This deals with a plan of an ingenious system of counterweights for
ascending and descending which unexpectedly appears in a scene with Pluto.
The design is accompanied by the lines, "QUANDO B S'ABBASSA, A SI
ALZA E PLUTON ESCE IN H". (DESCENDS ON B, ASCENDS ON A AND
PLUTO EXITS IN H)
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According to the idea of Leonardo, the scene had to dissolve to leave space for
Pluto’s apparition accompanied by Furie while Orpheus enters mangled by
Baccanti. The innovation lies not only in the scenery, but in a marginal note,
Leonardo enunciates in an empirical way what Newton two centuries after
defined as the second principle of the fundamental laws of dynamics.
COPPIA DI ALI MECCANICHE con manichino
(manichino: altezza 185 – 70 kg.) lunghezza 400 x altezza 200 x larghezza 60 – 40 kg.

PONTE SALVATICO o arcuato
lunghezza 500 x altezza 200 x larghezza 80 – 80 kg.

PARACHUTE
Paracadute 200x200x200 con manichino (altezza 60 – 15 kg.) – 20 kg.
The parachute model that Leonardo has in mind is shaped like a pyramid with a square base
and is described as “a tent made of clogged cloth”; namely a structure covered in linen cloth,
which must not have any openings. The utter simplicity of this device enhances the
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possibilities related to its use. As a matter of fact Leonardo affirms that, thanks to the
parachute, man “shall be able to jump from any great altitude without hurting himself”. There
is here a clear understanding of the role played by the air: the parachute is made to interact
with the mass of air that opposes resistance and holds it up, slowing down the man’s
descent. Thus the parachute is conceived not as a safety system but as a gliding system and
is therefore to be mentioned among the various projects concerning “flight without wing
movement”.

Balestra gigante
lunghezza 400 x larghezza 420 x altezza 100 – 250 kg.

ORNITOTTERO ORIZZONTALE con manichino
(manichino altezza 185 – 70 kg.) (va appeso al soffitto) lunghezza 200 x larghezza 400 x
altezza 50 – 70 kg.

PONTE ALLUNGABILE (su base)
lunghezza 160 x altezza 150 x larghezza 60 – 70 kg.

ALA AL SOFFITTO
10 mt. – 70 kg.

VITE AEREA
altezza 220 x larghezza 400 – 80 kg.
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5. The sensorial marketing and interactive exhibit
Today we often talk about perceptive and experiential marketing, meaning to say, that the
complex valuation of a proposed service derived from the perceptive processes are put into
action by involving all the senses of the consumer . Perceptive/sensorial marketing aims to
draw attention – on the planning level for tourism or cultural services and in communication –

on all the 5 senses to create an experience of fruition that is absolutely unique and significant.
Perceptive/sensorial marketing is the base of aesthetic marketing which was denominated by
Schmitt and Simons in 1997 when they had indicated that sensory experience was the best
strategy to use for the management of the image and identity of a brand, business or, for our
purposes, cities of art. Experiential marketing focuses on uniqueness and recall. The
involvement and the gratification of the experience of the fruition of a work of art through an
exhibition.
The possibility to visualize, touch and make cognitive experience of noble and simple
materials like wood and metal, which assume a complex and marvelous aesthetic form
through technical wonder: this is the experience the public can have with the machines of
Leonardo which innately have the fascination of the origin of technique and all the magic and
mystery of its author. The participation in the birth of the miracle of invention of modern
technology, through Leonardo, makes the exhibit unique and memorable. This experience is
open to all, including the blind and the physically and mentally handicapped. In the simple
complexities of the mechanisms, one discovers a science that is a friend of man that
transcends his physical state. One discovers the greatness of Italian genius, of Leonardo, who
knew how to bring out from nature all that was necessary for man to become less enslaved by
matter and prejudices.
In the game of tourism, the cannibalism of the objects of desire prevails, therefore, experience
is the real product consumed in which the preciously immaterial determine the value of the
present and the memory.
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Didactic laboratory
Because of the profound organizational experience of CEA in museums, it can viably
didactic laboratories in the same location as the exhibit.
This laboratory establishes to become the center for concrete encounters with the
technique and its principles, the place in history where the Greeks, Romans,
civilization, industrial revolution and the modern world are all recounted
Leonardo da Vinci.

organize
magic of
oriental
through

A multi-sensory narrative with direct and immediate experience of the object of the story.
The public familiarizes itself with the figure of Leonardo by utilizing the interactive machines,
following the didactic course and observing the icons and panels for deeper understanding.
The didactic course, divided into different phases of age and duration, could be some of the
following:

Stimulated thinking
Codes, reflective writing and method of work: to get to know Leonardo the scientist, we will
operate the flying machines and in the workshop, we will analyze gears and material, discover
the structure of a makeshift bridge and how an Archimedian screw functions.

Art or Science?
Real artists and great scientists. To understand the two souls of Leonardo, we will explore his
most important machines, observe the reproductions of some of his works and analyze the
experimental method used to realize The Last Supper.

The Renaissance Studio
Mortar and trowel, colors and paintbrushes: we will make a fresco phase by phase in order to
learn the technique of painters and the organization of their work. We will analyze the “duel”
between Leonardo e Michelangelo in frescoing the walls of the Hall of the 500 in Florence,
relating the different techniques used by both artists.

Leonardo and Michelangelo: a true story of a battle

'The Battle of Anghiari' is a lost painting by Leonardo, which is still believed to be
hidden somewhere in the Council Hall in Florence. It is believed to depict a fierce
battle between two men ensconced on raging horses. In the autumn of 1504
The Battle of Cascina”, battle
Michelangelo was given the commission to paint “T
scene for the Palazzo della Signoria as a companion piece to Leonardo's “Battle of
Anghiari”
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Sample of a competition
The competition will take place in an assigned room where we will arrange a Fresco
laboratory and where a scholar will explain all the anecdotes of the incredible but true story.
The participants will be broken down into groups for studying and drawing with Fresco
technique and be given the particulars of the “Battles”.
During the competition, players will be asked to resolve rebuses and mysteries connected
with the two Geniuses.

A day with Prof. Leonardo

Subject Areas: Social Studies, World History, Science, Art
Synopsis: Recreations of the Armoured Tank building by Leonardo accompanied by voice-over
narration describing Leonardo’s scientific studies and inventions. Shows how his science was
intimately connected to his art and reveals his anticipation of many modern scientific discoveries and
technological inventions.
Learning Objectives:
Objective 1) Students will be able to discuss Leonardo da Vinci’s studies in human anatomy,
technology, and aeronautics.
Objective 2) Students will be able to discuss Leonardo da Vinci’s inventions.
Objective 3) Students will be able to identify some of the modern inventions that were anticipated in
Leonardo’s notes.
Vocabulary:
Renaissance, solitary, excursions, anatomy, corpses, veins, organs, desecrated, nerves, tissues,
pupil, dissection, optic nerve, optics, concentric circles, luminous body, aeronautics, propeller,
submarine, armoured tank, prefabricated, physics, Archimedes, Vitruvio, Roman Empire, Chinese,
Arabic, Indian, Lorenzo il Magnifico, Florence, Milan.
Pre-Viewing Questions and Activities:
1) What is a Renaissance man? Give examples of Renaissance men.
2) Who was Leonardo da Vinci? What comes to mind when you hear his name? Why is
Leonardo da Vinci famous?
Post-Viewing Questions and Discussion:
1) What motivated Leonardo da Vinci to study science? Which of his scientific investigations
directly impacted his artwork?
2) How did Leonardo record his notes? Why did he write backwards? Why did he need to
conceal his thoughts from conservative thinkers? What do you think would have happened if
his research had been discovered?
3) Why did Leonardo study human anatomy? What did he learn from his dissections? Why
wasn’t his research on human anatomy published? How might his work have contributed to
modern science?
4) What discoveries did Leonardo make about flight? Describe Leonardo’s models for flying
machines. On what scientific principles were his designs based?
5) Why did Leonardo destroy his blueprints for a submarine? What other machines of warfare
did he design? Why did he choose to design other machines for warfare but not the
submarine? Do you think he made the correct decision? Are inventors responsible for how
the technology they develop is used? Should modern scientists take responsibility for the
possibly harmful effects of their innovations? Why or why not?
6) What modern innovations did Leonardo da Vinci write about in his notes? Why weren’t these
machines successfully built during his lifetime? What technology or information made it
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possible for others to create these machines later on?
7) Describe Leonardo da Vinci’s scientific method. What steps did he take in his scientific
research?
Additional Activities:
1) Look at Leonardo da Vinci’s depictions of the human body in his artwork and compare it to
those of medieval artists. How did Leonardo’s study of human anatomy affect his paintings?

Codex Material
ARUNDEL Codex (1478-1518)
This is found in the British Library of London. The Arundel Codex is a bound Morrocan collection of 283
papers in diverse formats, sheets originating from a dismembered manuscript and pasted on supporting
sheets (28x18cm). It appears to deal with various arguments: the study of physics and mechanics,
study of optics and Euclidean geometrics, study of weight, study of architecture; the last of which
includes the works for the actual residence of Francesco I at Ramorantin (France).The majority of the
pages are dated from 1478 to 1518.
ATLANTIC Codex (1478-1518)
The biggest collection of da Vinci papers, originating from the end of the 1500s from the sculptor
Pompeo Leoni, of which there are a manifold of original dismembered notebooks. In the actual
configurations, after the restoration in the early `60s, the Codex consisted of 1119 papers. It contained
the entire range of interests in science and technique, including urban and architectural projects, a
biographic document, notes and personal memos of Leonardo.
MADRID I (1490-99)
One of two manuscripts which caused a sensation after its discovery in 1966. Composed of 192 papers
and divided into two parts. The first part contains designs and notes related to a series of elementary
mechanisms. The second (the first in order of compilation) shows research in mechanical theory. The
da Vinci manuscript most accurately paged ever obtained.
Ms. B (1487-90)
The codex were originally composed of 100 papers but Guglielmo Libri mutilated it in the middle of the
1800s and only 90 remained. The missing papers (which Libri sold to Lord Ashburnham) were returned
to the Institute of France in 1891. This is the oldest manuscript of Leonardo ever found. The
fundamental nucleus deals with the technology of war, the churches as a central plan, studies for the
“ideal city” and those of the flying machine.
Ms. H (1493-94)
A portable booklet composed of 3 diverse notebooks of 142 papers. It appears to basically deal with
studies of water, specially on the erosive effects of whirlwinds and currents. A series of calculations for
the excavation of navigable canals of the Martesana between Lecco and Milan and notes in Latin
grammar, geometry and hydraulics can also be found here.
Ms. I (1497-99)
This is composed of 2 distinct notebooks of 148 papers. The themes that are primarily dealt in this
manuscript are a series of theorems in Euclidean geometry, studies of the motion of solids and fluids,
notes on Latin grammar and projects for spectacles for the court and a substantial series of prophecies
and allegories.
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6. Conclusion
Humanity unanimously agrees that Leonardo da Vinci is the ultimate expression of
intelligence and epitomizes the height of human ability. Although this is true, this
potential has not been adequately used and maximized. Only a few academic
researchers of some museums, a few writers and television programmes have used
Leonardo as a symbol of excellence. The space for action, a cultural manoeuvre of
great dimension, remains open and is possible.
Leonardo is a resonance box of absolute truths and universal principles that should
not remain in textbooks alone but should be divulged.
The vision of CEA, through it’s expert human resource and technological know-how,
is to give Leonard’s name and work a new and significant path.
The world, now more than ever, needs to be united and absolutely innovative in
acquiring knowledge and having a common vision of life. Leonardo reminds us that
intelligence is a priority in our lives and that without it we are lost.
To produce new and real intelligence is possibly the only path to a better world.
Culture, education, museums, formation and instruction are the core of the
development of man and Leonardo could be used as a symbol of this union.
If the best museums of the world adapted the concept of INTERACTIVITY in
particular, the scholars could represent Leonardo da Vinci in real form. The example
of his life dedicated to creative thinking, to the comprehension of the dynamic
physical world, of the beauty of doing, millions of students of different races from all
countries would most likely be oriented to converge in the same manner, thus
reducing conflict and promoting peace.
The CEA is highly qualified to interpret Leonardo’s designs with its scientific
department in collaboration with Prof. Carlo Pedretti, the most important scholar of
Leonardian studies, recognized by the Leonardanian Cathedra of Hammer University
in Los Angeles. We are capable of producing all the models for the museums
adherent to our project. We are also capable of showing the world new machines non
existent in the Leonardo Codex such as the ¨ Submarine¨.
We are looking forward to the occasion of developing these ideas with you and
discussing them in more detail.
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